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Watching the brain think
Recording from populations of neurons in motor areas of the
cerebral cortex has brought us a step closer to understanding
how we control the movement of our own bodies.
One of the last great secrets of the brain is how it
controls the movements of our own bodies. Indeed, for
most of us, movement is so easy that we rarely pause to
consider what an extraordinary achievement it is. Only
when we witness the problems, for example, of a patient
with Parkinson's disease who can no longer move as
easily as we can, does moving become something that we
cannot take for granted. How does the nervous system
select the correct combination of muscles and activate
them by the appropriate amount at the correct time dur-
ing the course of the movement? Electrical recordings of
the activity of single neurons in various motor areas of
the brain in conscious, behaving animals have come some
way towards answering these questions.
One particular region of interest has been the primary
motor area of the cerebral cortex, a region that, in
humans, gives rise to about 40 % of the total input from
the brain to the motoneurons of the spinal cord. As these
spinal neurons innervate peripheral muscle directly, the
implication is that the primary motor cortex is capable of
providing a very significant proportion of the command
that makes us move. Because of this, the primary motor
cortex was for many years thought of as a 'motor' which
'drives' the activity of motoneurons in the spinal cord.
But two lines of evidence suggest that this is a somewhat
oversimplified view of the true picture. First, the dis-
charge of neurons in the motor cortex is not always
directly related to the amount of muscle force being
exerted in the periphery. The amount of cortical activity
is also dependent on the nature of the task being per-
formed [1]. For example, the discharge of motor cortical
neurons with direct connections to muscles acting on the
fingers is greater when monkeys perform a precisely con-
trolled finger manipulation task, such as picking up small
objects from a table, than when they grasp a cylindrical
object powerfully using the whole hand, even though the
amount of muscle activity in the latter is greater than in
the precision grip. The conclusion must be that if the
motor cortex is providing an important source of the
drive to finger muscles during a precision grip then
another part of the brain must be providing the drive to
muscles during the power grip. The motor cortex cannot
be the only source of voluntary input to the spinal cord.
The second puzzle of the motor cortex is that although
the discharge of some neurons is related to the amount of
force exerted by muscles, there are many other neurons
that show more complex behaviour [2]. For example,
some neurons seem as though they should belong in the
sensory rather than the motor cortex. They have a dis-
charge that is related to the nature of the visual or other
stimuli that are used as an instruction to move. Other
neurons may have a discharge that is related to the direc-
tion of limb movement, rather than to the force needed
to achieve it (direction and force being dissociated exper-
imentally by loading the limb in different ways). Yet
other cortical neurons may only fire in relation to the
force exerted by a muscle.
The fact that different neurons in the motor cortex vary
their discharge in relation to different aspects of a move-
ment has meant that it is not clear at any one time what
the most important output signal from the cortex might
be. The activity could be signalling the direction of a
visual stimulus, the direction of the forthcoming move-
ment or the amount of force to be produced. Studies of
the discharge of populations of neurons are an attempt to
answer this type of question [3]. In essence, the method
aims to describe the behaviour of the whole population of
motor cortical cells, rather than that of individual neurons
that have been pre-selected because their behaviour seems
easier to analyse than that of others. Of course, it is not
possible to record simultaneously from all cells of the
motor cortex, but it is possible to record separately from a
large number of cells and then combine their outputs later.
In practice this involves a two-stage procedure. First, the
'directional sensitivity' of each neuron is determined
(Fig. 1). A monkey is trained to move its arm from a
central point on a horizontal board placed in front of it
to eight different positions on a concentric circle. Target
lights indicate which of the positions has to be reached.
During performance of such movements, the discharge
of most neurons in the motor cortex varies with the
direction in which the animal has to move, being greatest
in one direction and smallest in the opposite direction.
The relation between movement direction and neuronal
discharge rate is referred to as the 'tuning' curve of the
neuron. The direction of movement which produces the
greatest discharge is called the 'preferred direction' for
that neuron. Once the directional sensitivity is estab-
lished, the activity of the neuron can then be recorded
during a particular experimental task, and the procedure
repeated for several hundred neurons.
The mass discharge of neurons in the experimental task
can be interpreted by using the technique of vector sum-
mation. Imagine that the preferred direction of a neuron
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Fig. 1. Population studies of motor cortex discharge in the primary motor cortex of monkeys. (a) The apparatus used to record the direc-
tional sensitivity of cortical neurons. The monkey has to hold the manipulandum in the centre of the working area. Light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) are placed at 8 different positions on a concentric circle of about 20 cm diameter. When an LED is illuminated, the mon-
key has to move towards the light. (b) The trajectories that the animal made in 30 different movements to each target. (c) The discharge
of a typical motor cortex neuron in the shoulder region of the cortex is plotted as rasters for each different direction of movement. The
rasters are aligned on the onset of movement (M); five repetitions of each movement are shown. The time of the 'go' signal is indicated
by the bar labelled 'T'. Movements to the left are associated with an increase in firing of this cell; movements to the right are associated
with a decrease in firing. (d) The relationship between firing rate (calculated for the total time from appearance of the target to the com-
pletion of the movement) and the direction of movement. (e) A vector summation of the activity of 240 cells. Cell vectorial contribu-
tions (thin lines) and population vectorial sums (thick broken lines with arrows) for each of the eight directions of movement are shown.
Note how the population vector approximates the true direction of the movement that was made. Figure modified from [31.
is represented by an arrow drawn in an appropriate direc-
tion on the page, and that the length of the arrow is pro-
portional to the firing rate of the cell when the monkey
moves. Using this representation, the arrow will be long
- that is, the firing rate will be high - when the animal
moves its arm in the same direction as the preferred
direction of the neuron. Conversely, the arrow will be
short when the animal moves in the opposite direction.
What will be the net effect when two neurons with dif-
ferent preferred directions fire? If the neurons fire at equal
intensities, and if the preferred direction of one lies at the
12 o'clock angle, and the other at the 3 o'clock angle,
then the combined effect would be equivalent to a pre-
ferred direction at 450 between them. If the neuron with
the preferred direction at 12 o'clock was firing at a
greater rate than the one at 3 o'clock then the combined
effect would be more nearly vertical than the 450 line,
and so on. This method of combining the discharge from
two or more of neurons is called vector summation, and
when it is applied to the firing of all neurons in the
motor cortex, the direction indicated by the combined
firing is remarkably similar to the actual direction of arm
movement made by the monkey. In effect, the vector sum
is a way of understanding the meaning of the mass dis-
charge of the whole population of motor cortical neu-
rons, and, having shown it can generate repeatable results,
it is possible to apply it in many different situations.
For example, one can calculate the direction of the pop-
ulation vector at different times before or after onset of
movement. In a particularly ingenious experiment,
Georgopoulos and colleagues [4] trained monkeys in a
modified version of the task described above. Rather
than pointing directly at the target light, animals had to
point in a direction that was, say, 450 anti-clockwise to
the target light. When the population vector of motor
cortex activity was calculated at various times between
the appearance of the target light and the beginning of
arm movement, the authors found that the population
vector first pointed in the direction of the target light,
and then rotated smoothly towards the direction appro-
priate for the task as the time of movement approached.
In terms of the single-cell studies referred to above, per-
haps this is equivalent to an initial discharge in the sub-
population of neurons that is responsive to the visual
position of the target in space, and then a gradual shift to
activity in neurons that have a discharge related to the
actual direction or force of arm movement. Using the
vector sum approach, it is almost possible to believe that
rotation of the vector represents the brain 'thinking'
about its next movement.
A recent paper by Schwartz [5] has extended these find-
ings to natural drawing. Monkeys were made to trace
with their fingers the outline of a spiral drawn on a
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Fig. 2. A monkey outlined spirals with
its arm, either starting at the outside and
working inwards (outside-)in), or start-
ing at the inside and working out
(inside--out). During the movement, the
population vector of neuronal activity in
the motor cortex was estimated every
100 ms and compared with the actual
direction of arm movement calculated
from its tangential velocity. The time
series of population vectors closely
reflects the path of the finger. In (a), tan-
gential velocity vectors (Mov) for each
bin are compared with the correspond-
ing population vectors (Pop). The ori-
gins of the 100 vectors are evenly
spaced along the abscissa. The vector
directions would correspond best if
there was a shift along the abscissa for
local regions of the display. (b) The
population and movement trajectories
were created by connecting the vectors
tip-to-tail. The directions and magni-
tudes of the vectors were smoothed
before being added. The calibration
bars are 2 cm. Figure modified from [5].
computer screen. At regular intervals during movement,
the population vector of motor cortical neuron activity
was calculated (Fig. 2). Throughout the movement, there
was a remarkable correspondence between the direction
of the neuronal population vector and the actual direc-
tion in which the finger was moving. The first conclu-
sion is that the method can be applied during, as well
as before, the onset of a movement. The correspondence
between the neuronal vector and the movement vector
can be appreciated by joining together the population
vectors calculated every 100 ms to create a 'population
spiral' which then can be compared with that drawn by
the monkey's finger.
A second point emerged from the experiment. Once the
neural vector had been calculated, it was possible to
observe whether it followed or anticipated the direction
of movement. If cortical activity leads movement, then it
is reasonable to assume that movement may be caused by
the cortical discharge (through corticospinal connec-
tions). Conversely, if cortical activity follows movement,
then it may be reflecting sensory input from the moving
limb (through sensory pathways from the limb back to
motor cortex).
The monkey either could draw the spiral by starting at
the outside and moving inwards, or could start at the
inside and work outwards. When the spiral was drawn
from the inside to the outside, the cortical vector led the
movement vector by about 200 ms for the first half of the
spiral, whereas in the second (outer) half of the spiral
both vectors changed almost simultaneously. Conversely,
if the spiral was drawn from the outside to the inside, the
cortical vector only led the movement vector in the sec-
ond half of the spiral. Thus, cortical activity seemed to
lead movement of the arm only in the centre of the spiral.
The curvature of a spiral increases towards its centre, so it
may be that motor cortical activity is an important con-
tributor to movement when the curvature is high, but
that other inputs may become more important in regions
of low curvature. Interestingly, lines of high curvature are
drawn more slowly than those of low curvature, suggest-
ing that this may somehow be a more difficult task for the
nervous system to control. Perhaps this is reflected in the
increased cortical contribution during such task.
A picture emerges in which a smooth drawing move-
ment is produced by different parts of the nervous system
operating in parallel, with the relative contribution of
each part varying at different stages of the task. Such an
organization is typical of most biological systems and
although complex, it has the advantage that rarely is one
set of neurons absolutely necessary for any task. Their
actions can usually be compensated for by other struc-
tures. This means that the system is not only flexible, but
also highly resistant to damage.
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